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SUMMARY To efficiently use network resources, internet service providers need to conduct traffic engineering that dynamically controls traffic routes to accommodate traffic change with limited network resources. The performance of traffic engineering (TE) depends on the accuracy of traffic prediction. However, the size of traffic change has been drastically increasing in recent years due to the growth in various types of network services, which has made traffic prediction difficult. Our approach to tackle this issue is to separate traffic into predictable and unpredictable parts and to apply different control policies. However, there are two challenges to achieving this: dynamically separating traffic according to predictability and dynamically controlling routes for each separated traffic part. In this paper, we propose a macroflow-based TE scheme that uses different routing policies in accordance with traffic predictability. We also propose a traffic-separation algorithm based on real-time traffic analysis and a framework for controlling separated traffic with software-defined networking technology, particularly OpenFlow. An evaluation of actual traffic measured in an Internet2 network shows that compared with current TE schemes the proposed scheme can reduce the maximum link load by 34% (at the most congested time) and the average link load by an average of 11%.
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1. Introduction

Software-defined networking (SDN), particularly OpenFlow, has attracted increasing attention because of its potential to enable effective traffic engineering (TE). OpenFlow [2], [3] can control flow-level traffic defined by any combination of L2-L4 packet header information such as 5-tuple headers (source and destination addresses, source and destination ports, transport layer protocol). Software-defined networking (SDN)/OpenFlow allows instant control of the routes of flow traffic because the controller centrally controls all switches in the network.

Although the advent of SDN/OpenFlow makes it easy to enable TE, there are still some issues. One of the most important issues with current TE schemes is that their performance significantly depends on the accuracy of traffic prediction [4]–[6]. However, the size of traffic change has been drastically increasing in recent years due to the growth in various types of network services and it makes traffic prediction difficult. Under such circumstances, it is difficult for current TE schemes to improve the utilization efficiency of network resources. Although there are several TE schemes that cope with unpredictable traffic by not depending on traffic prediction [7], [8], such schemes are mainly focused on managing unpredictable traffic for congestion avoidance; thus, utilization efficiency might be still low.

Such limitations of current TE schemes are caused by controlling all traffic with a single routing policy even though various types of traffic are mixed in the network due to diversification of network services. Our idea to overcome such limitations is to separate traffic according to its characteristics and to control each separated traffic with a control policy suitable for these characteristics.

In this paper, we propose a macroflow-based TE scheme that applies different routing policies for different traffic groups separated according to their predictability. Our proposed TE scheme uses macroflows as a granularity of routing control (i.e., a match field of a flow entry). A macroflow is a flow group consisting of a number of 5-tuple flows, whose type is classified as predictable or unpredictable and is expressed by any combination of 5-tuples that allows wildcards. By doing so, our macroflow-based TE scheme is expected to achieve more effective routing than current TE schemes applying a single routing policy.

To enable our macroflow-based TE scheme, we also propose a hierarchical multiple flow table architecture and macroflow-generating method. The proposed architecture is introduced to meet the multiple objectives for macroflows with a small size of table. The macroflow-generation method finds predictable/unpredictable macroflows within a small number of entries from an enormous number of 5-tuple combinations within a practical amount of time.

Through simulation evaluation using actual NetFlow data and topology information of Internet2 [9], we show that our proposed scheme can reduce the maximum link load in a network at the most congested time and the average link load...
in a network on average compared with current TE schemes.

In summary, our key contributions are:

- We propose a macroflow-based TE scheme that efficiently synthesizes different routing policies in accordance with traffic predictability to optimize traffic routes.
- We propose a hierarchical multiple-flow-table architecture to place and connect different types of flow tables hierarchically. It efficiently enables routing control to achieve multiple objectives within a limited flow table space.
- We also propose a macroflow-generation method based on an iterative improvement method. We evaluated the performance of this method using real traces. It aggregated hundreds of thousands of 5-tuple flows into tens of macroflows within five minutes. The generated predictable macroflows have traffic characteristics in which the time variation of traffic load is small.
- We evaluated the performance of our proposed scheme using real traces. The results show that our TE scheme can reduce the maximum link load in a network at the most congested time by 34% and the average link load in a network on average by 11% compared with current TE schemes.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we review previous studies on flow aggregation and TE. In Sect. 3, we give an overview of our macroflow-based TE scheme. In Sect. 4, we explain our hierarchical multiple-flow-table architecture and macroflow-generation method. We also discuss the use of two route-optimization methods for enabling our scheme. In Sect. 5, we discuss our evaluation of our scheme. In Sect. 6, we discuss the issues for realizing our proposed TE and the possibilities about improvement of our proposed TE methods. Finally, we conclude the paper and briefly comment on future work in Sect. 7.

2. Related Work

2.1 Flow Aggregating Methods

Various methods have been proposed to aggregate traffic flow [10], [11]. The objective with these methods is to find a cluster of attack flows in real time. These methods limit a solution space so as to specialize in real-time attack detection. Hence, they can only generate macroflows defined by a limited combination of L2-L4 packet headers. Our target is to generate macroflows for TE. It is difficult with such methods to aggregate flows in accordance with traffic characteristics within a limited number of flow entries.

Kamiyama et al. [12] proposed a method of aggregating microflows into a flow group to minimize variations in traffic volume. They found that using the flow group generated with their method as a routing granularity improves route stability in their simulation. However, it is difficult to use their method in OpenFlow networks because millions of flow entries are needed. Our macroflow-generation method generates implementable flow groups, namely macroflows, by a combination of 5-tuple packet headers within a limited flow table space.

2.2 Traffic Engineering Schemes

Many TE studies target the efficient use of network bandwidth. Representative TE schemes have been developed using Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) [13] and multi-protocol label switching (MPLS) [14]. These TE schemes have limitations in both engineering granularity and adaptability to traffic fluctuation (spikes). For example, traffic routes are determined based on their destination routers [13] and their origin-destination router pairs [14]. In addition traffic routes are determined based on their predicted traffic volume. In this case, if one single spike flow is mixed in the traffic of an origin-destination router pair, all the traffic might be inappropriately routed. Recently, SDN techniques have been applied to achieve fine-grained TE and applied to control inter-datacenter networks [15], [16]. Software-defined networking-based TE achieves both bandwidth allocation based on application-service priority and efficient routing to improve network utilization. In such networks, routing granularity can be configured statically since administrators have a large amount of information about target traffic, e.g., endpoints of flows are particular servers or there are only a few applications such as data backup. We focus on SDN-based TE for a network in which there are many heterogeneous hosts and applications, such as ISP backbone networks. To implement SDN-based TE in such networks, it is necessary to adaptively configure routing granularity via dynamic data mining of observed flow data.

3. Proposed Macroflow-Based Traffic Engineering Scheme

We propose a scheme that controls traffic at the granularity level of macroflows. Macroflows are generated by grouping 5-tuple flows whose origin-destination (OD) pairs are the same. Generated macroflows are labeled as predictable or unpredictable. We assume that traffic whose volume has changed drastically over the past period is unpredictable. Our TE scheme then calculates optimal routes for those macroflows based on their labels, i.e., predictable or not. As noted in Sect. 2, OD traffic is too coarse to use traffic characteristics, predictable or not. On the other hand, 5-tuple flows are too fine because predictability emerges when those flows are aggregated. In addition, it is infeasible to control each 5-tuple flow with a limited number of flow tables. By adopting route optimization with granularity of macroflows, we can take advantage of their characteristics for route optimization with a limited size of flow tables.

Our scheme synthesizes two different types of TE schemes: prediction-based routing that uses predicted traffic demand [4] and load-balanced routing without using traffic prediction [7], [8]. For predictable traffic, prediction-based routing will outperform load-balanced routing in terms of...
routing efficiency.

For unpredictable traffic, however, load-balanced routing will outperform prediction-based routing for congestion avoidance. The key idea of our scheme is to use different TE schemes in accordance with the predictability of macroflows. Specifically, predictable macroflows are controlled by prediction-based routing, and unpredictable macroflows are controlled by load-balanced routing. An overview of our proposed scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1. Our proposed scheme is composed of the following three steps.

**Step 1.** Generating macroflows from 5-tuple microflows by grouping them into predictable and unpredictable ones.

**Step 2.** Computing optimal routing paths of predictable macroflows by using prediction-based routing method. Specifically, we predict the volume of predictable macroflows for the next time slot and solve optimization problems with the predicted volume of predictable macroflows as input.

**Step 3.** Computing routing paths of unpredictable macroflows by using the load-balanced routing method for the residual network after conducting Step 2.

4. Framework for Enabling Our Macroflow-based TE Scheme

To enable a macroflow-based TE, we adopt SDN/OpenFlow. Figure 2 shows our TE framework, which consists of SDN/OpenFlow switches, a controller, and TE server. The TE server, which is a key component of our architecture, periodically monitors NetFlow data (traffic information in Fig. 2). Then, it generates flow tables for each switch through three functions: hierarchical arrangement of multiple flow tables, macroflow generation, and route optimization. We explain the three functions in detail in the following subsection. Finally, the TE server sends the generated flow tables to the SDN/OpenFlow controller to update the flow tables of OpenFlow switches.

4.1 Hierarchical Arrangement of Multiple Flow Tables

To implement macroflow-based TE with SDN/OpenFlow, OD information, predictability information, and forwarding information of the arrived flow needs to be identified on the switch. These three types of information are described as follows.

- **OD information**

It is necessary to ensure the controllability of traffic for TE. To use a common TE algorithm (e.g., multi-commodity flow optimization [4], [17]) for route optimization, the OD information for traffic needs to be identified on a flow table.

- **Predictability information**

To apply different routing policies in accordance with traffic predictability, it is necessary to classify traffic according to whether it is predictable with granularity of macroflows.

- **Forwarding information**

It is important to ensure that traffic will be splittable at any size ratio. Traffic engineering algorithms that compute routing paths within a practical time solve the linear programming problem and output the optimal traffic splitting ratio among multiple paths. Hence, to install the calculated multi-path routing information to the flow switches, traffic needs to be splittable into any ratio at the flow switches.

Since a macroflow initially generated with our scheme does not necessarily belong to a single OD pair, it must be split into each OD pair (requirement for OD information). In addition, to apply multi-path routing, it should be again split into any ratio calculated by the TE server (requirement for forwarding information). Meeting these requirements with a single flow table is inefficient. We therefore propose a **hierarchical multiple-flow-table architecture** to arrange three types of flow tables hierarchically; OD, macroflow, and multi-path, as shown in Fig. 2. To construct our hierarchical multiple-flow-table architecture, we use the OpenFlow feature called “multiple tables” that enables an OpenFlow switch to repeatedly match flows to multiple flow rules on multiple flow tables. Our architecture provides flexible flow table management. Each flow table, which is separated by different objectives, can be updated individually.

We explain the proposed framework in Fig. 2. In the first flow table, flows are separated in accordance with their MPLS labels to identify an OD pair of a flow. The MPLS labels are attached to flows at the ingress router in advance. Next, flows are aggregated into macroflows in accordance with macroflow matching rules generated with our proposed macroflow generation method (explained below). Finally, flows are split into multiple output ports on the basis of the hash value of their flow header. The flow splitting ratio in this
The algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. It consists of four steps: 1) summarizing flow data, 2) setting the initial candidate macroflows, 3) randomly selecting an operation from three types of basic operations, and 4) updating the candidate macroflows. After step 4 is completed, the algorithm checks whether the termination conditions have been achieved. Steps 3 and 4 are repeated until the algorithm termination conditions are achieved.

In the first step, the algorithm summarizes observed flow data, that is, selecting top-k attributes in terms of traffic volume for each tuple (srcIP, dstIP, srcPort, dstPort, and proto). Other attribute values are aggregated as “others”. This summarization is needed because in the next step, the algorithm generates macroflows from combinations of multiple tuple attribute values (e.g., “dstIP:10.0.0.3”, “srcPort:80”) and become infeasible if the number of attribute values increases. The summarized flow data are stored in the flow database.

In the second step, the algorithm sets all 1-tuple flows of the summarized flow data, the most coarse-grained flows, as initial candidate macroflows. Our proposed macroflow-generation method adopts a top-down approach that starts from the most coarse-grained flows (1-tuple flows) and divides them into fine-grained ones by specifying other tuple’s attribute, which is done in the third step. In this step, the algorithm moves a macroflow from the candidate macroflow set to a predictable or unpredictable macroflow set, as well as generates a new candidate macroflow from candidate macroflow set. The algorithm randomly selects one of the above operations in each iteration. By introducing the random selection, the algorithm can adopt a variety of input-flow data.

The first operation involves moving a predictable macroflow from candidate macroflows. The predictability of macroflow $f$ is measured with its $CV$ in a time series traffic volume $x_f$. Here, total measurement period is divided into $N$ time slots, and $CV_f$, which is $CV$ of a flow $f$, is expressed as:

$$CV_f = \frac{1}{x_f} \sqrt{\sum_{t=1}^{N} (x_{f,t} - \bar{x}_f)^2}$$ (1)

where $x_{f,t}$ is the traffic volume of the $t$-th time slot and $\bar{x}_f$ is the average value of the traffic volume of $N$ time slots.

When $CV_f$ is lower than a configured threshold value, $f$ is selected as a predictable macroflow. The operation takes a flow $f$ whose traffic volume is the largest among flows whose $CV_f$ are lower than a configured threshold value, and moves $f$ to the predictable macroflow set. The second operation involves moving an unpredictable macroflow whose traffic volume is the largest among flows whose $CV_f$ are higher than the configured threshold value for an unpre-
dictable macroflow. By this elimination, we can expect that the remaining candidates will be more predictable.

The third operation involves generating a new candidate macroflow by combining multiple major attribute values. Specifically, the operation randomly selects a candidate macroflow, and then selects new attribute values that include many 5-tuple flows. After that, it generates a new candidate macroflow by combining the new attribute values and header information of the candidate macroflow.

In the fourth step, the algorithm updates the candidate macroflows. To avoid counting flow data twice, after a macroflow is selected, the remaining candidate macroflow data are reconstructed with flow data except for the selected flow.

After all the steps, the algorithm checks the termination conditions. The conditions, which are given as the input parameters, determine the maximum computation time, maximum repeat count, and residual flow-data-size threshold of flow data for which predictable/unpredictable macroflows have not been classified. The algorithm stops if any of the above conditions are satisfied. Otherwise, it returns to step three. Finally, a macroflow table is generated with all selected macroflows by each OD pair. The priority value of each flow entry is configured in descending order in accordance with the order in which macroflows are selected. All the unclassified flows at the time of finishing the algorithm are classified as unpredictable macroflows with a default match entry composed only of wildcards.

4.3 Route Optimization Methods

Our macroflow-based TE scheme achieves efficient routing by applying an appropriate route-optimization method in accordance with traffic predictability. We incorporated two representative route-optimization methods into our TE scheme. The first method is prediction-based routing, which calculates a route that minimizes the network cost based on the predicted traffic volume. The second method is load-balanced routing, which calculates the route that distributes traffic to multiple links according to the remaining bandwidth of the network.

4.3.1 Prediction-Based Routing

This method computes a routing that minimizes the maximum link utilization of a network for the predicted traffic demand. We adopted a current value-prediction method as a time-series prediction method that directly uses the observed traffic demand of the current time slot, which is used as the predicted traffic demand of the next time slot. The optimized routing of macroflows is determined by solving the optimization problem called the multi-commodity flow problem based on linear programming (MCF-LP) [4], [17]. Since the MCF-LP outputs the multipath routes as the optimal solution, it can be applied only when target flows are splittable. However, the MCF that outputs the single path routes as the optimal solution is NP-hard, whereas the MCF-LP can be solved in polynomial time. The route-optimization problem for prediction-based routing has been formulated as follows.

\[
\text{minimize } U \quad \text{(2)} \\
\text{s.t. } 0 \leq x_{ij}^{pq} \leq 1 \\
\quad \text{forall } (i, j) \in E, \forall p, q \in N \quad \text{(3)} \\
0 \leq U \leq 1 \\
\sum_{j: (i, j) \in E} x_{ij}^{pq} - \sum_{j: (j, i) \in E} x_{ji}^{pq} = 0 \\
\quad \text{forall } p, q \in N, i \neq p, i \neq q \quad \text{(4)} \\
\sum_{j: (i, j) \in E} x_{ij}^{pq} = 1 \\
\quad \text{forall } p, q \in N, i = p \quad \text{(5)} \\
t_{pq} x_{ij}^{pq} \leq U_{ij} \\
\quad \text{forall } (i, j) \in E, \forall p, q \in N \quad \text{(7)}
\]

Here, \( V \) is the set of nodes in a network graph \( G(V, E) \), with \( E \) being the set of undirected graphs. The link between nodes \( i \) and \( j \) is denoted as \((i, j) \in E\), and the capacity of the link is denoted as \( c_{ij} \). The terms \( p, q \in N \) are the origin and destination nodes of OD traffic demand \((p, q)\), and \( t_{pq} \) is the traffic load of each time slot of OD traffic demand \((p, q)\). Let \( X \) be the routing matrix that is the set of routing information for all OD flows. The routing variable \( x_{ij}^{pq} \in X \), which takes a real value between 0 and 1, is the proportion of passed OD traffic demand \((p, q)\) on link \((i, j)\). The \( U \) in Eq. (2) denotes the maximum link utilization in a network. This problem is to seek a routing matrix \( X \) to minimize \( U \) satisfying the constraints in Eqs. (3)-(7). To obtain a routing matrix of the next time slot, we solve the above problem by using the predictive traffic demand at each time slot.

4.3.2 Load-Balanced Routing

This method does not use any traffic volume information but only residual network capacity to avoid defective routing that induces heavy congestion due to prediction error. The routing of unpredictable macroflows is determined by solving the following linear programming problem, which broadly distributes unpredictable traffic into multiple links to avoid concentrating traffic spikes on any link [8]. Specifically, it calculates multipath routes of each OD flow to minimize the maximum proportion of a passed fraction of a macroflow against the available link capacity in a residual network. The route-optimization problem for load-balanced routing has been formulated as follows.

\[
\text{minimize } : \sum_{p, q \in Q} h_{pq} \quad \text{(8)} \\
\text{s.t. } 0 \leq x_{ij}^{pq} \leq 1 \\
\quad \text{forall } (i, j) \in E, \forall p, q \in Q \quad \text{(9)} \\
0 \leq h_{pq} \quad \text{forall } p, q \in Q \quad \text{(10)} \\
\sum_{j: (i, j) \in E} x_{ij}^{pq} - \sum_{j: (j, i) \in E} x_{ji}^{pq} = 0 \\
\quad \text{forall } p, q \in Q \quad \text{(11)}
\]
multiple links. This problem is to seek a routing matrix
\[ (\forall p, q \in Q, i \neq p, j \neq q) \]
\[ \sum_{j \in (i, j) \in E} x_{ij}^pq - \sum_{j \in (i, j) \in E} x_{ji}^pq = 1 \]  
\[ (\forall p, q \in Q, i = p) \]  
\[ x_{ij}^pq \leq h_{pq}c_{ij} \]  
\[ (\forall (i, j) \in E, \forall p, q \in Q) \]  

The value \( h_{pq} \) in Eq. (8) denotes the maximum ratio of the OD flow between nodes \( p \) and \( q \) to the link capacity, which indicates the degree of concentration of traffic flows to the most congested link in the network. When \( h_{pq} \) is low, the OD flow between nodes \( p \) and \( q \) is distributed to multiple links. This problem is to seek a routing matrix \( X \) to minimize the sum of \( h_{pq} \) satisfying the constraints in Eqs. (9)–(13). This problem is a type of linear programming, and it is much easier to solve than MCF-LP because it does not include traffic volume information; therefore, it can also be solved in polynomial time.

5. Evaluation

In this section, we explain the properties of macroflows generated with our proposed macroflow-generation method. Moreover, we describe the TE performance with our generated macroflows through simulation experiments.

5.1 Dataset

In our evaluation, we used actual NetFlow data and topology information of Internet2 [9]. Internet2 consisted of nine nodes and 26 one-directional links. The OD flows arose between each of the 72 OD node pairs. The NetFlow data including 5-tuple information were exported every five minutes and their source/destination IP addresses were masked by zeroing the last 11 bits of the IP address (addresses are aggregated into 21 prefix). We aggregated NetFlow data into OD flows every five minutes for four hours. That is, four-hour flow data is divided into \( N = 48 \) time slots, and the length of each time slot is five minutes. Each OD flow for four hours included hundreds of thousands of 5-tuple flows.

Note that the appropriate time-slot length depends on both application mix in traffic data and requirement for the responsiveness of the TE control-loop. If we set the time-slot length longer, we may miss to capture short spike generated by IoT applications in CV calculation. In addition, because controlling such spike will be done in the next time slot, responsiveness to such traffic spike will decrease. On the other hand, if we set the time-slot length more shorter, longer traffic pattern caused by video distribution will not be captured. In addition, if the slot length and time-scale of the TE control-loop is too short, it leads system overload and frequent fluctuation in traffic route, which makes system unstable and QoE will degrade. Thus, there is trade-off between responsiveness and stability. Based on the above consideration, we set five minutes for the time-slot length as a temporal setting. Pursuing optimal length remains as a future work.

\[ (\forall p, q \in Q, i \neq p, i \neq q) \]
\[ \sum_{j \in (i, j) \in E} x_{ij}^pq - \sum_{j \in (i, j) \in E} x_{ji}^pq = 1 \]  
\[ (\forall p, q \in Q, i = p) \]  
\[ x_{ij}^pq \leq h_{pq}c_{ij} \]  
\[ (\forall (i, j) \in E, \forall p, q \in Q) \]  

5.2 Macroflow Properties

We clarified the macroflow properties generated with our proposed method. We applied it to each piece of NetFlow data aggregated into each OD pair. Our method generated several tens of flow entries for each OD pair. Each macroflow was classified as predictable or unpredictable in accordance with the predictability measured using the CV of its time variation of traffic.

Figure 4 shows an example of a macroflow-classification table generated by analyzing an OD flow from Chicago to Kansas City. Each flow entry has three types of information: “match field”, “priority”, and “predictability”. Flow entries match packets in priority order. This figure shows that our macroflow-generation method succeeded in generating complex combinations of 5-tuple header information. The predictable and unpredictable macroflows were composed of multiple flow entries. A predictability field indicates whether matched traffic is predictable. In a real OpenFlow switch, a predictability field is implemented as the “next-table-id” of “Goto-Table action” [3]. We now discuss our evaluation of the properties of a macroflow set composed of multiple macroflows.

Figure 5 shows the traffic variation of an OD flow and its predictable macroflow set for different CV threshold values for predictable macroflows. The traffic variation of the predictable macroflow set stabilized and the average size of this set decreased as the CV threshold decreased. This indicates a trade-off between the CV and size in a predictable macroflow set.

Figure 6 shows the CV in traffic variation of a pre-
dictable macroflow set for each OD pair. Each data point is arranged in ascending order of CV. The CV decreased as the CV threshold decreased. Moreover, the CV in traffic variation of a predictable macroflow set for any CV parameter was much lower than that of the original OD flow. We also evaluated the prediction error of a predictable macroflow when the CV threshold parameter was set to 0.6 and the current value prediction was used. The prediction error was measured using the root mean squared error (RMSE). The results showed that the average prediction error of predictable macroflows was 0.011; in contrast, the average prediction error of OD flows was 0.020. When the linear-prediction method was used, the trend in the results was almost the same. Hence, these results suggest the possibility that our generated macroflows are easier to predict and control than the original OD flows.

Figure 7 compares the size of a predictable macroflow set to that of the OD flow. Each data point is arranged in ascending order of size. The average size of the predictable macroflow set increased as the CV threshold increased. However, the size of the predictable macroflow set for some OD pairs was small in the case of a high CV threshold. This is because the traffic variation of these OD flows drastically changed, so our macroflow-generation method could not extract predictable portions of traffic from them.

Figure 8 plots the number of flow entries in a macroflow-classification table for each OD pair. Each data point is arranged in ascending order of the number of flow entries. The number of flow entries changed little as the CV threshold changed. A macroflow-classification table for each OD pair required an average of 10 flow entries, even though there was an average of about 120,000 microflows within the original OD flows. Moreover, our proposed method took 73 seconds on average to generate a macroflow set from 4 hours of OD flow data.

5.3 Traffic Engineering Using Macroflows

We conducted trace-driven simulations to evaluate TE performance by using our generated macroflows. NetFlow data and topology information of Internet2 used in the simulations were the same as in the previous subsection. we used the maximum link load and average link load of the network as evaluation metrics. The CV threshold parameter of our macroflow-generation method was set to 0.6 in the simulations. Our simulations were conducted on a 3.40-GHz core machine with 16-GB of RAM. To solve the optimization problems for TE, we used the GNU Linear Programming Kit mathematical programming software. Its computational time at each time slot was kept within 1 second in our evaluation because the optimization problem was LP and the size of the optimization problem was not so large.

Figure 9 plots the maximum link load of the network at each time slot with the proposed macroflow-based, prediction-based, and load-balanced TE schemes. Here, the prediction-based TE scheme controls all flows by the prediction-based routing in Sect. 4.3.1, and the load-balanced TE scheme controls all flows by the load-balanced routing in Sect. 4.3.2. In the case of the prediction-based TE scheme, the maximum link load of the network increased drastically at times 24 and 44. This is because unexpected traffic variations caused prediction errors; as a result, traffic was concentrated on one link.

Figure 10 shows the time variation of OD traffic originating in Kansas City and destined for Los Angeles. The time variation of this OD traffic changed drastically in a number of time slots including time slots 24 and 44; therefore, it was difficult to predict. The prediction-based TE scheme failed to predict the time variation of this OD traffic accurately, so controlled traffic on the basis of the mis-predicted traffic volume. Consequently, one link was congested because of concentrated traffic. The proposed macroflow-based and load-balanced TE schemes distributed such drastic traffic variations to a number of links. Consequently, the proposed scheme avoided a drastic increase in the maximum link load, even at time slots 24 and 44 and reduced the maximum link load by 34% at time slot 24 compared to prediction-based TE scheme. This reduction was also achieved by the load-
balanced TE scheme.

Figure 11 shows the average link load of the network at each time slot with the proposed macroflow-based, prediction-based, and load-balanced TE schemes. This figure illustrates that the average link load of the network with the prediction-based TE scheme was lower than that of the load-balanced TE scheme. The average length of paths set by the prediction-based TE scheme was close to the length of the shortest paths. The load-balanced TE scheme set indirect paths on all OD flows, and their average length increased. Longer paths result in greater consumption of network resources; consequently, a higher average link load. Because our proposed scheme sets indirect paths on only unpredictable macroflows, it reduced the average link load of the network by 11% compared with the load-balanced TE scheme that sets indirect paths on all OD flows.

These results show that our proposed macroflow-based TE scheme prevents increases in the maximum link load caused by drastic traffic variation and the average link load caused by an increase in path lengths.

6. Discussion

6.1 Realization Issues

We discuss about the issues for realizing our proposed TE on an SDN/OpenFlow network.

Our proposed macroflow-based TE scheme requires frequent flow-table updates. However, while a flow table is being updated to install new routes, OpenFlow switches cannot handle traffic appropriately. A flow table will remain incomplete in the meantime, which impairs network robustness due to traffic classification or forwarding error. In our verification experiment, to reduce the time for a flow table to remain incomplete, our flow-table architecture prepares two types of tables: active and standby. First, all new routes are installed into a standby table. After a standby flow table is updated, an OpenFlow switch changes an active flow table from the current one to a new one. Specifically, we change the value of “next-table-id” in hierarchical flow table to shift over to a new flow table. However, it is difficult for common physical OpenFlow switches to maintain flow-table space for standby because they have a limitation regarding the number of flow tables or TCAM volume. In networks in which physical OpenFlow switches work, a scheme to ensure network consistency while flow tables are being updated is necessary to conduct dynamic TE.

6.2 Improvement of Methods to Enable Macroflow-based TE Scheme

In this paper, we adopt simple methods for traffic prediction and predictable flow detection; current value-prediction method and CV-based detection method. We do not claim that these methods are the most suitable ones to our macroflow-based traffic engineering. Rather, we adopt these methods in order to clarify the effectiveness of the macroflow-based traffic engineering scheme even with such naive methods. Of course, by adopting more sophisticated methods, it is possible that performance of traffic engineering will be improved. In this subsection, we discuss these possibilities.

As for the traffic prediction, there is a vast amount of literature for time-series prediction methods and its application to traffic prediction. Representative one is a method that predicts the future value with a linear combination of past observation and noise term, such as ARIMA [19]. Recently, traffic prediction models with more complicated structure by using Deep Neural Networks such as LTSM has been proposed [20]. These methods can improve the performance of prediction-based TE scheme and thus, they also improve the performance of our proposed scheme that is the combination of prediction-based and load-balanced. Though it is true that performance advantage of our scheme to prediction-based only TE scheme may decrease with such sophisticated prediction methods, there still remains the risk such methods fail to predict sudden traffic spike as shown in Fig. 10. Even
in such case, our macroflow-based TE scheme can mitigate them with load-balance routing. Thus we expect that the advantage of our scheme to the prediction-based method still remains.

As for the predictable flow detection, if we change the measure of the unpredictability from CV of a flow to Kullback-Leibler divergence between the predicted distribution of flow size and actual distribution of flow size, the predictability of traffic can be more accurately measured. Though with naive CV-based predictable flow detection methods generate fairly accurate predictable macroflow as in Fig. 5, such sophisticated predictable flow detection methods can more accurately generate predictable/unpredictable macroflow set. Adopting such sophisticated methods remains as a future work.

7. Conclusion

We proposed a macroflow-based TE scheme that applies the most appropriate routing policy to each macroflow in accordance with the predictability of its traffic rate. We also proposed a method for identifying predictable and unpredictable macroflows from flow data in accordance with the degree of traffic variation. Through simulations conducted with actual traffic traces, we demonstrated that the proposed scheme can both optimize the performance of predictable traffic and enable robust control for unpredictable traffic. For future work, we plan to evaluate the performance of our macroflow-based TE scheme by synthesizing different types of routing algorithms and prediction methods in accordance with other traffic characteristics on a large-scale OpenFlow testbed network.
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